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Asset protection

Accessories, safety
and service.
You should look at
your Dexion pallet
racking system as an
investment; properly
deployed and
maintained, it is an
asset that can help
your business run
more efficiently and
more profitably.
So look after your
investment with
Dexion accessories
and service.
Dexion operational
accessories are

designed to let the
people in your supply
chain work more
efficiently and reduce
human error. Items
become easier to find
quickly, easier to place
correctly and to store.
Dexion safety
accessories can ensure
your racking system
is always operating
at full capacity by
preventing accidental
damage in the
warehouse.

Finally, Dexion’s
nationwide network of
service professionals
and inspectors provide
you with complete
preventative and
corrective maintenance
support.
While all Dexion
products are covered
by a 12-month
warranty, you also have
the reassuring option
of a Dexion Lifetime
Product Warranty.

Smarter
thinking to help
operators work
faster and safer.

Awkward loads such
as coils or barrels are
easily secured using
barrel chocks.

Fork entry bars for
unsuitable pallets or
unpalletised loads.

Improve identification
with Dexion’s self
adhesive label
holders. I-Beam label
holder on upper level.

Box beam label
holder.

Chipboard retainers
allow you to secure
particleboard to beam
levels.

I-Beam label holder
on lower level.

Moulded upright cap.

More ideas for
working faster
and safer.

Double deep rails
assist operators to
locate pallets within
the rack.

Post pallet channels
provide a safe
seating platform
for post pallets.

Increase order
picking efficiency by
incorporating carton
live storage.

Mesh binning for
small parts storage.

Skid channels provide
for safe placing and
removal of skids and
stillage by operators.

There are different
Keylock dividers for
different business
needs.

Punch deck features a
flat 50% open storage
platform that provides
efficient circulation
of air, light and fire
sprinkler water.

Protect your
rack from
accidents.

Rack end protector
guards against errant
fork lift trucks.

Safe working load
signs indicate
maximum safe
loading limits.
AS 4084 compliant.

Maintenance signs
provide basic rack
safety rules.
AS 4084 compliant.

Floor-bolted column
guards provide
protection to a height
of 360mm.

Bolted upright
protectors provide
protection to a height
of 600mm.

Clip-on, wrap-around
SmartGuard upright
protectors provide
protection to a height
of 800mm.

There’s nothing
more important
than workplace
safety.
Show your
commitment to
workplace safety with
a Dexion scheduled
service plan.

On-site rack
inspections with
on-the-spot reports.
Relocations, repairs
and maintenance are
all part of the service.

In addition to our
12 month standard
warranty, Dexion
offers its customers
the Dexion Lifetime
Product Warranty,
which covers
structural failure and
defects in material
and workmanship
in new products
manufactured by
Dexion.*
*Conditions apply.

Operator training.
The more they know
the safer they’ll
operate.

